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Abstract 

This proposed work proposes the design and real-time implementation of an adaptive fuzzy logic controller 

(FLC) and a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller for adaptive gain scheduling that can be configured for 

any complex industrial nonlinear application. Initially, the open-loop test of the single-input single-output (SISO) 

system, with nonlinearities and disturbances, is conducted to represent the mathematical model of the process around 

a set of equilibrium points. The adaptive controllers are then developed and deployed by using the national 

instruments reconfigurable input/output data acquisition device (NI RIO), NI myRIO-1900, and the control 

parameters are adapted in real-time corresponding to the changes in the process variable. The resulting servo and 

regulatory performance of the controllers are compared in MATLAB® software. The adaptive fuzzy controller is 

deduced to be the better controller as it can generate the desired output with quicker settling times, fewer oscillations, 

and negligible overshoot. 
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1. Introduction 

The fluid level control is a severe problem in industries as an ineffective control action will cause critical complexities in 

process operation, which may disagree with the equilibrium of the process reaction. Real-time level control is also a 

challenging problem because of inherent nonlinear characteristics, such as interaction effects, parametric uncertainties, and 

input dead time and measurement delays; these nonlinear features significantly affect the accuracy of industrial processes. 

Most industrial processes deploy a conventional proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller for its simple setup. The 

structure of the PID controller is widespread, and several thumb rules are available to tune its parameters [1-5]. However, in a 

nonlinear system, a controller built for a specific equilibrium point will not work satisfactorily at other equilibrium points 

because of system uncertainties resulting from the scaling of the process components. Therefore, a precise control action 

cannot be achieved with such open-loop PID tuning schemes. 

In order to overcome the limitation of the PID controller in a nonlinear plant, gain scheduling is proposed. The scheduling 

of PID gains is a significant enhancement in the PID structure [1, 6] and is usually carried out to reduce the slow convergence 

of traditional PID controllers. The typical implementation of a PID controller with gain scheduling requires the development of 

mathematical process models around several equilibrium points and the estimation of corresponding PID gains. Then, the 

controllers of each operating region would be combined into a single controller for the entire operation region of the plant [7]. 
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However, no algorithms can ascertain the different thumb rules, such as the optimal number of operating points and the 

appropriate process variable dynamics, to design a gain scheduling PID controller. There is also no practical technique to test 

the reliability and efficacy of a gain scheduled control system [8-11]. Furthermore, one significant limitation of gain 

scheduling is its inability to achieve a high precision of stability by minimizing the effects of the external disturbances in the 

system [12]. Gain scheduled PID is also a model-based design method, and any uncertainty in the process model might have a 

significant impact on the controller's performance. Hence, it is necessary to use an algorithm with a simple structure that would 

not require knowledge about the process's mathematical model. Therefore, this continues to be a research interest for various 

researchers to determine the most accurate and stable control method, which can also reject multiple disturbances. 

Even though the gain scheduling PID control produces highly stable and precise control action, its dynamic response is 

usually inadequate, which leads to overshoot and substantial settling time. Relatively, the fuzzy control logic is capable of 

excellent dynamic response in nonlinear and time-varying systems by generating outputs with lesser overshoot and response 

times. Fuzzy logic control (FLC) has rapidly evolved into one of the most successful theories for complex control systems. 

From control systems to artificial intelligence, fuzzy logic has been applied in many fields. 

Fuzzy logic is a suitable alternative to PID structures for nonlinear and time-varying systems [13]. It reduces the 

oscillations of the manipulated variable around the setpoint, which leads to a quick convergence of the process variable. The 

most crucial advantage of fuzzy logic is that it does not require knowledge of the mathematical model. Thus, it can effectively 

handle the parametric uncertainty, which makes it more robust than PID controllers [13-16]. 

However, for large time-delay systems, a fuzzy logic control scheme might not be considered suitable. It should also be 

noted that the complex structure of a fuzzy logic controller must be simplified before real-time implementation by combining 

the proportional error component and its derivative linearly [17-19]. In order to ensure a robust and stable control action, the 

fuzzy rule base should possess a linear dependence on the summed fuzzy inputs [20]. 

Since every real-time industrial process is laden with intrinsic nonlinearities, disturbances, process variable saturation, 

hysteresis, and nonlinear flow dynamics, it is necessary to implement an adaptive controller with high disturbance rejection 

capability to achieve adequate control against these nonlinearities and time-varying disturbances [21]. In this proposed work, 

the advantages of both adaptive control and fuzzy logic control were incorporated by implementing an adaptive fuzzy 

controller, and its efficiency was compared to that of a gain scheduling PID controller. 

The various topics of this paper are arranged in the following manner: Section 2 presents a brief description of the various 

adaptive PID and adaptive fuzzy control techniques employed in complex nonlinear industrial systems. Section 3 details the 

hardware of the level process station. The mathematical modeling of the process is described in section 4. The controller design 

steps and the simulation results are explained in parts 5 and 6. The real-time implementation of the controllers and their 

corresponding results are presented in section 7. Section 8 discusses the adaptive controllers' performance, and the concluding 

explanations about the suitable controller for the proposed system are provided in section 9. 

2. Study on Adaptive PID and Adaptive Fuzzy Control Techniques 

Several techniques are proposed in the literature to improve upon the limitations of traditional PID control scheme, 

namely, adaptive gain scheduling technique, adaptive PID design using the Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic (A3C) 

algorithm, PID control using model reference adaptive control (MRAC) scheme, PID controller tuned with characteristics ratio 

assignment (CRA) technique, and PID controller with decoupler and inverting decoupler. 

The gain scheduling strategy proposed in this work has been successfully implemented in several systems; Sain and 

Peczkowski [22-24] have implemented gain scheduling PID controllers for engine speed control for several nonlinear turbojet 

engines. Aparna et al. [25] have successfully designed a gain scheduled multi-loop proportional-integral (PI) level controller 
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for a nonlinear interacting multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) conical tank system. Åstrom [1] has implemented gain 

scheduling PID control in several systems such as car air-fuel ratio systems, ship steering systems, and effluent systems. Many 

articles also elaborate on the implementation of fuzzy logic in industrial applications. Zhou et al. [26] implemented an adaptive 

fuzzy-based PID control scheme to improve the controller's disturbance rejection capability in an inertially stabilized platform 

(ISP). Cheng et al. [27] developed an FLC scheme to stabilize a double inverted pendulum system. 

Mahapatro, Subudhi, and Ghosh proposed the design and implementation of an adaptive fuzzy PI controller [28] and 

adaptive fuzzy Sliding Mode Controller (SMC) [29] to reduce the chattering and to improve robustness in the liquid level 

control of a coupled tank system. Tamilselvan and Aarthy [30] proposed an FLC using the Kalman algorithm to control the 

fluid level in a conical tank system. Sakthivel, Anandhi, and Natarajan [31] designed and implemented a fuzzy logic liquid 

level controller for a nonlinear spherical tank system with three operating regions. 

3. Process Setup Hardware 

In the level process station, the process tank level is controlled by regulating the fluid's inlet flow rate. A wheel flow meter 

and an orifice plate with a differential pressure transmitter (DPT) are used to measure the liquid's flow rate in the pipeline. A 

radio frequency (RF) capacitance level transmitter is used to measure the process tank level. 

Initially, a pump with a discharge capacity of 1200 lph is used to fetch the water from the reservoir tank and discharge it to 

an equal percentage control valve. During the fluid flow through the orifice plate, a differential pressure is developed across it. 

The DPT, whose corresponding output range is between 4-20 mA, senses the differential pressure. This analog output is 

converted and scaled to 0-5 V and fed to the 12-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) in national instruments reconfigurable 

input/output data acquisition device (NI RIO), NI myRIO-1900. 

  
(a) The level process station (b) The schematic diagram of the system 

Fig. 1 The level process station and its schematic representation 

The adaptive PID or adaptive fuzzy control algorithm infers the corresponding digital output, which is later converted to 

an analog value of 0-5 V by a 12-bit digital-to-analog converter (DAC). The DAC output is fed to an electro-pneumatic (E/P) 

converter to generate a 3-15 psi output. The E/P converter's output manipulates the control valve's stem position to regulate the 

inlet flow rate, which eventually maintains the fluid level at the desired value. Fig. 1 shows the level process station and its 

schematic diagram on which the adaptive PID and adaptive fuzzy controllers are implemented. 
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4. Mathematical Modeling 

The plant's open-loop response is recorded for different percentages of control valve opening, and the Input/output (I/O) 

characteristics of the process are plotted. The piecewise linearization of the nonlinear process characteristics yields four 

operational areas depending on the change in the trajectory's gain. The operating regions' equilibrium points are chosen such 

that a noticeable difference in the process gain is visualized at each equilibrium point. 

The open-loop characteristics are linearized into four operational areas, as depicted in Fig. 2. For each region, the transfer 

function is derived. The parameters of the transfer function for a first-order system with transportation lag, time constant (τ), 

delay time (td), and process gain (K) are found by using the Cohen-Coon two-point method [32], as shown in Table 1. The 

system's gain is computed from the slope of the nonlinear regions, and the product between the operating area and the gain 

yields the time constant. An arbitrary value derived from the test results is chosen as the time delay in the transfer function. 

 
Fig. 2 Linearized I/O response for the level process 

Table 1 Transfer function for the various operating regions 

Region Level (cm) Transfer function 

1 0–2.4 
1.377

4.5� � 1
	
��1.5��			 

2 2.5–10.8 
1.03

33� � 1
	
��2�� 

3 10.9–13.6 
0.98

12.75� � 1
	
��2.75�� 

4 13.7–24.4 
1

5.25� � 1
	
��0.95�� 

5. Controller Design 

The design procedure and implementation of the adaptive gain scheduling PID controller and the adaptive fuzzy 

controller are explained in the following subsections. 

5.1.   Design of adaptive gain scheduling PID controller 

Famous and sophisticated Cohen & Coon tuning rules, (1) to (3), based on the process reaction curve method [32], was 

used in computing the gains of the adaptive PID controller (Kc, Ki, and Kd) in each operating zone. The Cohen-Coon tuning 

method was chosen as it is a reliable and effective technique to generate a quick dynamic response in the proposed 

self-regulating level process. Table 2 shows the gains computed for the adaptive PID in the various operating regions. 
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where Kc is the proportional gain, Ti is the integral time (s), Ki is the integral gain, Td is the derivative time (s), and Kd is the 

derivative gain. 

Table 2 Cohen-Coon PID gains for all the operating regions 
Region Kc Ki Kd 

1 1.079 9.091 0.003 
2 5.179 6.370 0.003 
3 4.160 3.448 0.002 
4 2.377 4.167 0.004 

Once the PID controllers were designed for each operating region, the gain scheduling PID controller switched PID gains 

whenever a setpoint in a particular operating region was provided. This adaptive PID controller adopts online gain change 

depending on the process operating point and hence possesses better adaptability. 

5.2.   Design of adaptive fuzzy controller 

The fuzzy logic control scheme is implemented by using natural language rules and is closer to human thinking than other 

control logic. Fuzzy logic control can be implemented effectively in five significant steps [33-34]: 

(1) Selection of fuzzy inference engine 

(2) Design of the fuzzy inference system 

(3) Formulation of the fuzzy rule base 

(4) Fuzzification 

(5) Defuzzification 

In the adaptive fuzzy controller design, Mamdani fuzzy inference engine is chosen. A linear combination of error and 

derivative of the error is given as input to the fuzzy logic controller, and the fluid level is generated as output from the 

controller. A value of 0 to 100% is considered for the error and change in error inputs. The minimum and maximum 

permissible scale of the process variable, ranging from 0 to 25, is defined for the output. Five membership functions are 

considered for all the variables, very low value (NB), low value (NS), median value (ME), high value (PS), and very high value 

(PB). 

  
Fig. 3 Range of input membership function in the various 

operating regions 
Fig. 4 Range of output membership function in operating 

region 1 
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The following Fig. 3 depicts the input membership functions adopted in all the operating regions, and Fig. 4 illustrates the 

output membership functions adopted in operating region 1. A combination of several fuzzy membership functions of various 

shapes and intervals is chosen to narrow down the optimal combination with the lowest mean average percentage error 

(MAPE). A 5x5 rule base, as given in Table 3, is applied to tune the fuzzy logic controller in each operating region. Minimum 

implication and centroid defuzzification methods are adopted to generate the crisp output. 

Table 3 Fuzzy rule base for the adaptive FLC in operating region 1 
error 

error�  
NB NS ME PS PB 

NB PS NS ME PS NB 
NS ME PS NS NS PS 
ME PB PB PB PB PB 
PS PB PB PB PB NB 
PB PB NB NB PB NB 

After membership functions and fuzzy rules are defined for each operating region, the adaptive fuzzy controller switches 

the fuzzy controller's rules and membership functions whenever a setpoint in a particular operating region is provided, as 

illustrated in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5 The schematic diagram of an adaptive gain scheduling PID controller/adaptive FLC 

6. Simulation Results 

Adaptive PID and adaptive fuzzy controllers are designed and tested with input disturbance and different setpoints in 

various operating regions. The better controller is realized by analyzing the setpoint tracking and input disturbance rejection 

capability. 

The following setpoints are considered that enclosed the entire operating zone of the plant, 

Setpoint in operating region 1 - Level in tank = 2 cm 

Setpoint in operating region 2 - Level in tank = 8 cm 

Setpoint in operating region 3 - Level in tank = 12 cm 

Setpoint in operating region 4 - Level in tank = 18 cm 

The controllers' response to the simulation tests is described in the following subsections. 

6.1.   Servo response 

The setpoint tracking capability of both the adaptive gain scheduling PID controller and the adaptive fuzzy controller is 

compared for different setpoints in various operating regions. Fig. 6 demonstrates the setpoint tracking capability of the 
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adaptive PID controller in the four operating zones. Similarly, Fig. 7 represents the adaptive FLC's servo response in the 

operating regions 3 and 4. 

From the step-response characteristics of the controllers' servo response presented in Table 4, it can be inferred that the 

controllers quickly track their setpoints. The servo control action of gain scheduling PID is faster than its counterpart, but it 

leads to overshoot and oscillations in the response, which is undesirable. With adaptive FLC, its output response reaches a 

steady state quickly but with a minor steady-state error. 

 
Fig. 6 The servo response of the adaptive PID controller in simulation 

  
(a) The simulated servo response in region 3 (b) The simulated servo response in region 4 

Fig. 7 The servo response of the adaptive FLC in the operating regions 3 & 4 in simulation 

Table 4 Time-domain specifications of the servo response of the controllers in simulation 
Region Controller Rise time (s) Settling time (s) Overshoot Offset 

1 
Adaptive gain scheduled PID 0.508 8.105 0.444 - 

Adaptive FLC 4.089 7.632 - 0.061 

2 
Adaptive gain scheduled PID 0.994 9.905 0.340 - 

Adaptive FLC 3.895 7.073 - 0.075 

3 
Adaptive gain scheduled PID 1.258 8.627 0.133 - 

Adaptive FLC 3.875 7.009 - 0.010 

4 
Adaptive gain scheduled PID 1.509 9.306 0.151 - 

Adaptive FLC 1.975 6.942 - 0.031 

6.2.   Servo & regulatory response 

A disturbance of +10% of the setpoint values is applied at 20 s, 60 s, 100 s, and 120 s to simulate input disturbance in each 

operating region so that the servo and regulatory action of the gain scheduling PID controller to a step input and a disturbance 

can be analyzed simultaneously. Fig. 8 illustrates the servo and regulatory responses of the gain scheduling PID controller 

subjected to varying setpoints and input disturbance in each operating region. The response within the encircled area in Fig. 8 

depicts the regulatory action of the adaptive PID controller. 
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Fig. 8 The servo and regulatory responses of the adaptive PID controller in simulation 

  
(a) The simulated servo & regulatory responses in region 3 (b) The simulated servo & regulatory responses in region 4 

Fig. 9 The servo and regulatory responses of the adaptive FLC in the operating regions 3 & 4 in simulation 

Similarly, the setpoint tracking capability and the disturbance rejection capability of the adaptive fuzzy controller are 

tested by applying varying setpoints and a step input change of '1' at 20 s in each operating region. The corresponding result in 

Fig. 9 shows the servo and regulatory control action of the adaptive fuzzy controller in the operating regions 3 and 4. 

It can be seen from Figs. 8, Figs. 9, and the time-domain specifications of the servo and regulatory responses described in 

Table 5 that the controllers exhibit similar behavior as with their servo control loop. The adaptive PID is capable of quicker 

control action with overshoot, and the adaptive FLC is the fastest to reject the disturbance and track the setpoint with a small 

offset. 

Table 5 The time-domain specifications of the servo and regulatory responses of the controllers in simulation 
Region Controller Rise time (s) Settling time (s) Overshoot Offset 

1 
Adaptive gain scheduled PID 0.508 7.125 0.444 - 

Adaptive FLC 4.089 1.431 - 0.061 

2 
Adaptive gain scheduled PID 0.994 6.179 0.340 - 

Adaptive FLC 3.895 0.869 - 0.075 

3 
Adaptive gain scheduled PID 1.258 5.985 0.133 - 

Adaptive FLC 3.875 0.234 - 0.009 

4 
Adaptive gain scheduled PID 1.509 6.805 0.151 - 

Adaptive FLC 1.975 1.717 - 0.031 

7. Real-Time Implementation & Results 

The adaptive PID and adaptive fuzzy controller designed in the simulation are implemented in real-time using NI 

myRIO-1900 reconfigurable I/O data acquisition device that comprises Xilinx processor and supports real-time programming 

to generate quicker response times in applications. Fig. 10 depicts the schematic diagram for the real-time implementation of 

the adaptive control loop. Fig. 11 illustrates the wiring diagram to connect the NI myRIO-1900 with the level process station. 
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In the proposed system, the DPT's output is converted and scaled to 0-5 V and fed to the differential analog inputs (AI+ 

and AI-) of the 12-bit ADC in NI myRIO-1900. The data from NI myRIO are scaled to the operating range of fluid level and 

fed to the adaptive PID and adaptive fuzzy control loop developed in LabVIEW software, as shown in Figs. 12 and 13, 

respectively. The configurations of the offline controllers are assumed for the real-time implementation, and the adaptive 

controllers are configured in the front panel and block diagram of the LabVIEW software. 

 
Fig. 10 The schematic diagram for the real-time implementation of the adaptive control loop in the plant 

 
Fig. 11 The wiring diagram to connect the NI myRIO-1900 with the level process station 

 
Fig. 12 The block diagram of the adaptive gain scheduling PID control loop in LabVIEW 

When the desired setpoint is provided, the controller configurations are switched to the specific operating conditions, and 

the corresponding level output is obtained. This level output is then scaled to an analog value of 0-5 V by a 12-bit DAC before 

it is fed to the analog output channel (AO) of NI myRIO-1900. The output voltage is provided to an E/P converter whose output 

regulated the control valve's stem position to maintain the fluid level of the process tank at the desired value. 
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Fig. 13 The block diagram of the adaptive FLC loop in LabVIEW 

The experiments are conducted with similar setpoints in the simulation to study the efficacy of adaptive PID and adaptive 

fuzzy controller in the process plant. The servo and regulatory capability of the adaptive controllers in the real-time plant are 

discussed in the following subsections. 

7.1.   Setpoint tracking capability 

The servo capability of the controllers is tested by providing setpoints in different operating regions. A different setpoint 

value is provided for every 150 s to analyze the servo behavior of the adaptive gain scheduling PID controller. Similarly, the 

adaptive FLC's servo control capability is tested by providing different setpoints for every 300 s. Fig. 14 depicts the resulting 

servo response of the adaptive PID controller in the four operating regions, and Fig. 15 portrays the servo response of adaptive 

FLC in operating regions 3 and 4. 

 
Fig. 14 The servo response of the adaptive PID controller using NI myRIO-1900 

  
(a) The real-time servo response in region 3 (b) The real-time servo response in region 4 

Fig. 15 The servo response of the adaptive FLC in the operating regions 3 & 4 using NI myRIO-1900 
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The servo response of the controllers can be inferred from the step-response characteristics given in Table 6. The adaptive 

PID can generate a quicker response with significant overshoot, oscillations, and offset. In contrast, the adaptive FLC can 

quickly attain a steady state with no overshoot but with a significant steady-state error. 

Table 6 The time-domain specifications of the servo response of the controllers in real-time plant 

Region Controller 
Rise time (s) 

(approx.) 
Settling time 
(s) (approx.) 

Overshoot 
(approx.) 

Offset 
(approx.) 

1 
Adaptive gain 
scheduled PID 

4.145 25.746 1.648 1.769 

Adaptive FLC 18.963 22.011 - 1.998 

2 
Adaptive gain 
scheduled PID 

6.470 39.614 1.010 1.572 

Adaptive FLC 27.322 34.785 - 1.627 

3 
Adaptive gain 
scheduled PID 

9.196 63.416 0.068 1.477 

Adaptive FLC 43.198 55.303 - 1.817 

4 
Adaptive gain 
scheduled PID 

12.649 106.794 0.022 0.600 

Adaptive FLC 69.027 91.976 - 0.973 

7.2.   Setpoint tracking & input disturbance rejection capabilities 

The adaptive controllers' servo and regulatory responses are tested by changing the setpoint and the inlet hand valve 

position for 20 s. Besides the inherent disturbances in a real-time plant, this change in the inlet hand valve's position for a 

specific period mimics input disturbance as the intrinsic characteristics of an equal percentage control valve are not matched to 

the process's flow conditions in an industrial setup. Therefore, the steady-state flow rate corresponding to the controller output 

is not linear, and this behavior is used in the analysis of the servo and regulatory responses of the controllers. 

 
Fig. 16 The servo and regulatory responses of the adaptive PID controller using NI myRIO-1900 

  
(a) The real-time servo & regulatory responses in region 3 (b) The real-time servo & regulatory responses in region 4 

Fig. 17 Servo and regulatory responses of the adaptive FLC in the operating regions 3 & 4 using NI myRIO-1900 
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Fig. 16 illustrates the servo and regulatory responses of the adaptive PID controller to varying setpoints and input 

disturbance in the four operating regions. Fig. 17 presents the servo and regulatory responses of the adaptive fuzzy controller in 

operating regions 3 and 4, and the response within the encircled area in Figs. 16 and 17 depicts the controllers' regulatory 

action. 

From the responses depicted in Figs. 16, Figs. 17, and the time-domain specifications of the servo and regulatory 

responses stated in Table 7; it can be inferred that the controllers are capable of effective disturbance rejection and setpoint 

tracking. Although the adaptive PID controller exhibits quicker control action, it generates significant overshoot, oscillations, 

and offset in the response. In contrast, the adaptive FLC displays better regulatory capabilities than its counterpart by 

generating steady-state output quickly with no overshoot but with a significant offset. 

Table 7 Time-domain specifications of the servo and regulatory responses of the controllers in real-time plant 

Region Controller 
Rise time (s) 

(approx.) 
Settling time 
(s) (approx.) 

Overshoot 
(approx.) 

Offset 
(approx.) 

1 
Adaptive gain 
scheduled PID 

4.145 29.211 1.648 1.769 

Adaptive FLC 18.963 19.030 - 1.997 

2 
Adaptive gain 
scheduled PID 

6.470 24.233 1.010 1.572 

Adaptive FLC 27.322 12.561 - 1.627 

3 
Adaptive gain 
scheduled PID 

9.196 29.970 0.068 1.478 

Adaptive FLC 43.198 13.154 - 1.817 

4 
Adaptive gain 
scheduled PID 

12.649 26.983 0.022 0.598 

Adaptive FLC 69.027 18.431 - 0.972 

8. Discussions 

The setpoint tracking and the disturbance rejection capability of the simulated controllers and the real-time controllers are 

compared and depicted in Figs. 18 to 21. The servo response of the controllers in the simulation in the operating regions 3 and 

4 is compared in Fig. 18. Similarly, the servo and regulatory responses of the controllers in the simulation in the operating 

regions 3 and 4 are compared and depicted in Fig. 19, wherein the response within the encircled area illustrates the adaptive 

controllers' regulatory action. 

  
(a) The simulated servo responses in region 3 (b) The simulated servo responses in region 4 

Fig. 18 The comparison of servo response of the controllers in the operating regions 3 & 4 in simulation 

Although the adaptive PID controller responds quickly to variations in the process variable, the response is rather abrupt, 

leading to overshoots and sharp oscillations. Meanwhile, the response of the adaptive fuzzy controller is smooth without 

fluctuations. Further, Fig. 20 demonstrates the servo behavior of the proposed controllers in the operating regions 3 & 4 in the 

process plant. Fig. 21 shows the servo and regulatory behavior of the adaptive controllers in real-time in the operating regions 

3 & 4, wherein the response within the encircled area depicts the controllers' regulatory action. 
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(a) The simulated servo & regulatory responses in region 3 (b) The simulated servo & regulatory responses in region 4 

Fig. 19 The comparison of servo and regulatory responses of the controllers in the operating regions 3 & 4 in simulation 

From the responses illustrated in Fig. 20, Fig. 21, and the time-domain specifications stated in Table 8, it can be visualized 

that a large offset is generated by both the controllers in the real-time plant, even if the adaptive PID controller generates 

virtually no offset in simulation. Hence, even though the adaptive PID exhibits excellent steady-state behavior in the 

simulation, both the controllers generate a residual steady-state error, which leads to poor steady-state behavior in the real-time 

plant. 

  
(a) The real-time servo responses in region 3 (b) The real-time servo responses in region 4 

Fig. 20 The comparison of servo response of the controllers in the operating regions 3 & 4 using NI myRIO-1900 

  
(a) The real-time servo & regulatory responses in region 3 (b) The real-time servo & regulatory responses in region 4 

Fig. 21 The comparison of servo and regulatory responses of the controllers in the operating regions 3 & 4 
using NI myRIO-1900 

The adaptive PID controller's dynamic property is also weak, even if the control action is highly stable in the process plant. 

Meanwhile, the adaptive fuzzy controller exhibits excellent dynamic control capability with reduced settling times, overshoot, 

and oscillations in the presence of disturbances. However, one major disadvantage of the adaptive fuzzy controller is that 

expert knowledge is necessary to configure the controller for variations of process variables, unlike in adaptive PID, where 

changes require no estimation or computation as the controller is tuned for each change beforehand. 
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Nonetheless, the adaptive fuzzy controller is preferable in the proposed real-time plant than its counterpart as the fuzzy 

logic algorithm does not rely on the mathematical model but the dynamics of the process. Thus, the adaptive FLC designed 

with adequate knowledge of the process dynamics helps generate the desired output response with less overshoot and 

oscillations despite inherent model uncertainties, disturbances, and nonlinearities. 

Table 8 The comparison of the response of the controllers in simulation and real-time plant 

Servo & 
Regulatory 
response 

Simulation Real-time plant 
Adaptive gain 
scheduled PID 

controller 

Adaptive 
FLC 

Adaptive gain 
scheduled PID 

controller 

Adaptive 
FLC 

Rise time Quick Slow Quick Slow 
Settling time Slow Quick Slow Quick 
Overshoot More No Slightly More No 

Offset No Negligible Significant Significant 

9. Conclusions 

In this proposed work, a single-input single-output (SISO) system was modeled around a set of operating points because 

of system nonlinearities resulting from the inherent hysteresis of components, model uncertainties, and other disturbances. An 

adaptive gain scheduling PID controller and an adaptive fuzzy controller were then designed and simulated for the modeled 

system. The configurations and tuning parameters of the simulated controllers were used to implement the controllers in 

real-time using the NI myRIO-1900 data acquisition device. The efficacy of the controllers in real-time experiments was 

studied by analyzing their servo and regulatory responses. Both the adaptive controllers showed poor steady-state behavior in 

the face of uncertainties and disturbances. 

Meanwhile, the adaptive fuzzy controller's dynamic control behavior was marginally superior to its counterpart with 

reduced settling times and overshoot. Therefore, it was concluded from the adaptive controllers' response that the adaptive 

FLC is better suited to generate the desired output from the proposed real-time plant with quicker settling times and negligible 

overshoot than the adaptive PID controller despite the adaptive FLC's insufficient steady-state control action. 

The author aims to reduce the residual steady-state error of the controllers in future works by adopting advanced 

meta-heuristic optimization algorithms and robust algorithms to tune the gain scheduling PID controller. Similarly, 

incorporating a self-tuning logic in the adaptive fuzzy controller would drastically improve the steady-state control action in 

future research works, owing to the automatic generation of rules based on the initial pre-defined conditions, process trends, 

and the adaptation law. 
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MRAC Model Reference Adaptive Control 
NI RIO National Instruments Reconfigurable Input/Output 
PI Proportional-Integral 
PID Proportional-Integral-Derivative 
RF Radio Frequency 
SISO Single-Input Single-Output 
SMC Sliding Mode Controller 
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